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Summary

[ edit ]
Description English: U.S. Navy Cmdr. Richmond Stoglin, a chaplain assigned to the 14th Marine Regiment, leads an Easter service in a tent chapel April 8, 2012, at Cap Draa, Morocco, during African Lion 2012. African Lion is an annually
scheduled joint/combined U.S.-Moroccan exercise sponsored by U.S. Africa Command and designed to promote interoperability and mutual understanding of each nation's military tactics, techniques and procedures.
Date 8 April 2012
Source http://www.defenseimagery.mil/imageRetrieve.action?guid=5719d71ca9d6ce2cae27cd97e6a0a9b8211a732c&t=2
Author SFC Nichole Bonham
Permission Public domain photograph from defenseimagery.mil.
(Reusing this file)

Location Agadir
VIRIN
This Image was released by the United States Army with the ID 120408-A-XJ577-006 (next) .
This tag does not indicate the copyright status of the attached work. A normal copyright tag is still required. See Commons:Licensing.
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This image is a work of a U.S. military or Department of Defense employee, taken or made as part of that person's official duties. As a work of the U.S. federal government, the image is in the public domain in the United
States.
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Fæ (talk | contribs) == {{int:filedesc}} == {{User:{{subst:User:Fae/Fae}}/milim | description = {{en|U.S. Navy Cmdr. Richmond Stoglin, a chaplain assigned to the 14th Marine Regiment,
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leads an Easter service in a tent chapel April 8, 2012, at Cap Draa, Morocco, during Afri...
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File usage on Commons
There are no pages that use this file.

Metadata
This file contains additional information such as Exif metadata which may have been added by the digital camera, scanner, or software program used to create or digitize it. If the file has been modified from its original state, some details such as the
timestamp may not fully reflect those of the original file. The timestamp is only as accurate as the clock in the camera, and it may be completely wrong.
U.S. Navy Cmdr. Richmond Stoglin, a chaplain assigned to
the 14th Marine Regiment, leads an Easter service in a tent
chapel April 8, 2012, at Cap Draa, Morocco, during African
Lion 2012. African Lion is an annually scheduled
Image title

joint/combined U.S.-Moroccan exercise sponsored by U.S.
Africa Command and designed to promote interoperability
and mutual understanding of each nation's military tactics,
techniques and procedures. (U.S. Army photo by Sgt. 1st
Class Nichole Bonham/Released)
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